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PROUD PROMOTOR OF FLOWERS
AND PLANTS IN EUROPE
Keeping flowers and plants constantly top of mind with the consumer is what we devote ourselves
to every day at the Flower Council of Holland. We ensure that consumers become and remain inspired
to buy flowers and plants.

INSPIRING, INFORMING AND PROMPTING
We are active in four European countries: Germany, France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.
In cooperation with our partners we develop and activate informative and inspiring campaigns with
flowers and plants in the starring role.
Mass-media public campaigns, PR activities, shopper activations and inspirational content through
social media and on our own websites ensure that consumers constantly encounter our message in various
forms and conversations about flowers and plants are always ongoing.

A CLOSE-KNIT, MOTIVATED AND INTERNATIONAL TEAM

WE ARE THE FLOWER
COUNCIL OF HOLLAND
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The Flower Council of Holland is an independent foundation charged with keeping flowers and plants
top of mind with European consumers all the time. The organisation is funded by domestic and foreign
growers that are members of Royal FloraHolland in the Netherlands and trading companies that are
Royal FloraHolland’s customers.
Our headquarters have been based in Aalsmeer (FloriWorld building) since the end of 2020. Our
enthusiastic team currently consists of 22 creative Marketing Communication Specialists, Country Managers
and supporting professionals. Three of them represent us abroad: one in London, one in Paris and one in
Essen. Together we ensure that flowers and plants enjoy a permanent place high on the consumer’s agenda.
A goal that we strive for with pleasure, ambition and close collaboration with our stakeholders.
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EYE-CATCHING AWARENESS
CAMPAIGNS, ENGAGING LIFESTYLE
CONTENT AND ENCOURAGING
SHOPPER ACTIVATIONS
Our mission is to make sure everyone keeps thinking about plants and flowers and continues to buy them. We work towards this in many
ways. With big, international multimedia campaigns for the public through video content (commercials), billboards, PR stunts, influencer
partnerships, and inspiring events connected to special days and trending themes – everywhere we can reach consumers.

OUR BRANDS

All these activities generate a lot of content, which we share on our own consumer websites and various social media channels, so
conversations about flowers and plants are always ongoing.
But we do not stop there: throughout the year we also develop distinctive shopper activations which are targeted promotions to tempt
consumers and drive footfall to shop and buy flowers and/or plants in-store and online.

THIS IS
WHAT WE DO
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CONSUMER BRANDS
All our campaigns are brought to market by our consumer brands in the four key countries. These brands let consumers experience how
flowers bring complete happiness and that you feel better with plants around you.
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OUR COMMUNICATION TARGET

GROWTH PLATFORMS
Our campaign foundations are embedded within three
clear growth themes to make best use of the growing
opportunities in our markets. They are called ‘growth
platforms’: insight-based strategic themes that indicate
the main growth opportunities, specially developed
for the horticulture sector. They give guidance to the
development of our communication themes and are at
the heart of all our activities, giving focus and direction.
There are three growth platforms:
Health & Wellbeing: bring balance to your body and mind.
Connecting People: keep in touch and truly connect.
Celebrate Seasons: enjoy the charms of every season.

TARGET GROUP
Based on our consumer segmentation research we have
defined our main target group: the Aesthetic Explorer.
Creative culture lovers who value exploration and
innovation and enjoy decorating their homes with
design-lead pieces, and flowers and plants.
A target group that is of interest to all product categories
(flowers, houseplants and outdoor plants), represents
an important part of the market (12% of the population
accounts for approximately 25% turnover share), inspires
other target groups, and is susceptible to the growth platform
themes and the unique emotional value we want to create.
With this target group in mind, we create campaigns that are
most appealing to our focus segment and generate sales.

MONITORING
We are aiming for high impact and efficient marketing
communications from which new learnings can constantly
be derived. Monitoring the effect of our activities has high
priority. We measure our campaigns and activities in various
ways to ensure we’re on the right track and to see how we
can further optimize our communications keeping flowers,
houseplants and outdoor plants top of mind, as well as
stimulating the buying intention of consumers.

AESTHETIC EXPLORERS
Creative culture lovers who value exploration and innovation, and enjoy
decorating their homes with design pieces, flowers and plants.

25 35 45 55 65

MALE 45%
FEMALE 55%

AVERAGE
AGE 48

AVERAGE TO ABOVE
AVERAGE EDUCATED

AVERAGE TO
HIGH INCOME

POPULATION

“I use flowers to give new accents to my interior
and to pamper myself or others.”
12%

“For me houseplants are more than just
decoration. They are important design objects,
like sculptures or paintings.”

TURNOVER SHARE
FLOWERS

“I find it relaxing to take care of outdoor plants.”
25%

PLANTS
24%
OUTDOOR PLANTS
23%
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CURIOUS • TRY NEW THINGS • SELF EXPRESSION • DESIGN & STYLE • COSMOPOLITAN
CREATIVE • PROGRESSIVE • IMAGINATIVE • IDEALISTIC • SPIRITUAL • OPEN MINDED
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HIGHLIGHTS
With eye-catching awareness campaigns, engaging lifestyle content and encouraging shopper
activations, we ensure that consumers become and remain inspired to buy flowers and plants.
For all product categories - flowers, houseplants and outdoor plants - we strive for an amplified
approach of awareness campaigns, content and shopper activations.
Have a look at the highlights of these successful campaigns of 2021, campaigns we will also inspire
consumers with in 2022.

KEY CAMPAIGNS FOR
FLOWERS AND PLANTS IN 2022
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CAMPAIGNS FOR FLOWERS
WE NEED MORE FLOWERS
Flowers are so much more than eye candy. They are packed with sentiment and
emotions and have all sorts of positive short- and long-term effects on how they
make us feel. All the important moments in life are reinforced with flowers.
They play a role in all the things that make life meaningful, turning
‘We Need More Flowers’ into a rallying cry for a life lived to the fullest.
This major international We Need More Flowers multimedia campaign is
developed within the growth platform Connecting People. It was first launched
in 2018 and has been updated to fit the current mood since. It is scheduled
to run for the last time in 2022. We are currently developing a new major
multimedia campaign for cut flowers for 2023.

IF FLOWERS HAVE SUCH A
WONDERFUL, MAGICAL AND
INCREDIBLY DIVERSE EFFECT ON
PEOPLE AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP
WITH OTHERS, WE SIMPLY NEED
MORE OF THEM.

WE NEED
MORE FLOWERS
INTERNATIONAL MULTIMEDIA CAMPAIGN
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SPECTACULAR PR
Spectacular PR events to experience the flower effect are part of the
We Need More Flowers campaign, and lead to publicity in top tier media outlets,
and drew a lot of attention on social media.

WE NEED
MORE
AT TENTION

Love-filled Bloom Bar in Amsterdam.
Suspended bouquets handed out in Paris.
A bridge filled with flowers in Berlin.
Surprising Flower Flashes in London.

INTERNATIONAL MULTIMEDIA CAMPAIGN
At the heart of the campaign, We Need More Flowers is a 60 second film. In addition, we create
awareness by using a rich multimedia mix tailored for each of the key countries, covering both onand offline media content for our own social media platforms and consumer websites. To fit with the
current situation, a new spin-off commercial of 10 seconds was created to air on TV and social media.

WE NEED
MORE FLOWERS
AN INITIATIVE OF
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VALENTINE’S DAY
EROS BOUQUET

PRAGMA BOUQUET

In our Valentine’s Day campaign, we want to give meaning and authenticity to this special day
by focusing on love, and to show people how flowers help to spread this message towards their
(secret) lover.
The bouquets match different types of love, like a bouquet for friendship love, passionate love
and self-love. Because love - just like flowers - comes in all shapes and sizes.
This content production for our websites and social media platforms is a spin-off of the campaign
We Need More Flowers, and touches on the growth platform, Connecting People.

VALENTINE’S DAY IS THE
DAY TO CELEBRATE LOVE.
WE CELEBRATE THE MOST
IMPORTANT THINGS WITH
FLOWERS: FRIENDSHIPS,
MILESTONES, LOVE, AND
MANY OF LIFE’S OTHER
HIGHLIGHTS. SO,
WE NEED MORE FLOWERS.
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CELEBRATE SPRING, SUMMER, AUTUMN, WINTER

WITH THEIR COLOURS, SCENTS, SHAPES
AND TEXTURES, FLOWERS UNIQUELY
STIMULATE THE SENSES IN ALL SEASONS.

SPRING IS FLOWERS
SPRING IS FLOWERS
SPRING IS FLOWERS

SUMMER BREATHES FLOWERS
SUMMER BREATHES FLOWERS
SUMMER BREATHES FLOWERS

With our Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter content campaigns founded on the growth platform, Celebrate Seasons,
we are enabling consumers to experience the seasonal feeling with flowers. To perfectly capture this, we are presenting
classic seasonal images with lots of flowers in appealing mood boards. Themes that instantly give consumers exactly the
right feeling: Spring is flowers, Summer breathes flowers, Autumn calls for flowers, Christmas blooms with flowers.

AUTUMN CALLS FOR FLOWERS
AUTUMN CALLS FOR FLOWERS
AUTUMN CALLS FOR FLOWERS

CHRISTMAS BLOOMS WITH FLOWERS
CHRISTMAS BLOOMS WITH FLOWERS
CHRISTMAS BLOOMS WITH FLOWERS

CONTENT CAMPAIGN AND IN-STORE
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CAMPAIGN FOR FLOWERS AND PLANTS
THE TREND COLLECTION
Social, technological and economic developments result in a new zeitgeist, and therefore
new trends. This also gives rise for consumer needs to change, including the area of
flowers and plants. We are responding to this by launching two Trend Collections every
year: a Spring/Summer Collection and an Autumn/Winter Collection.

ELEVATING FLOWERS AND PLANTS
TO MUST HAVE ACCESSORIES.

Each Trend Collection consists of a group of carefully selected flowers, houseplants and
outdoor plants. These are not only harmonised with one another, but also fit perfectly
with current trends in interiors, lifestyle and fashion, each Trend Collection brings one of
the Horticulture Sector Trends (more info on page 46) to life.
The Trend Collection is developed within the growth platform Celebrate Seasons.
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LOOKBOOK

THE ULTIMATE FLORAL
& GREEN LIVING GUIDE.
OUR LOOKBOOKS ARE
FABULOUS VISUAL
DIGITAL DOCUMENTS
INSPIRING READERS TO
CREATE A HOME THAT IS
TOTALLY IN THE NOW.

The Trend Collection
Autumn/Winter 2021

LOOKBOOK
FLOWERS & PLANTS
Balanced Biotope

LIVING
Sculpting your
own private
biotope indoors

22

TREND
Fill your home with
flowers and plants not a few, but a lot

HOW TO
Create a wabi sabi
autumn feeling at
home

COLLECTION
Our edit of flowers
and plants of this
season
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CAMPAIGNS FOR PLANTS
THANKS PLANTS
The campaign, Thanks Plants, highlights all the benefits of plants for health and
wellbeing. The angle of this major international multimedia campaign is that we thank
plants for everything they do for us. They help us to relax, bring us closer to nature, and
make our house a home. They’re no bother, literally and figuratively protect us from
noise, and help us to connect with what really matters. And when they grow, the people
around them grow too. There are many reasons to thank plants for what they do.
Thanks Plants is developed within the growth platform, Health & Wellbeing. The
campaign started in 2018 and has been adapted several times since, to ensure
impactful communication to continue to inspire consumers to surround themselves with
these wonderful creatures of nature: plants.
The current focus is on the (home) office space. Plants can improve concentration and
creativity, and bring calm to your workspace, and that’s what we particularly thanked
our plants for last year.

PLANTS MAKE YOU MORE
ENERGETIC, RELAXED, HAPPIER
AND HEALTHIER. THEY HELP US
TO CONNECT WITH NATURE AND
WHAT REALLY MATTERS, ALL IN
EXCHANGE FOR JUST A LITTLE
CARE AND ATTENTION. TIME TO
SAY THANK YOU.

INTERNATIONAL MULTIMEDIA CAMPAIGN
24
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INTERNATIONAL MULTIMEDIA CAMPAIGN
An eye-catching 80 second commercial is central to this campaign, and the multimedia mix is tailored
for each of the key countries covering e.g., online and offline media, PR–activities, and content in
owned consumer websites and social media. It also offers great opportunities for shopper activations.

ENGAGING PR EVENTS
The Thanks Plants campaign gives rise to engaging PR activities for people to see, hear, smell and
feel the calming effect of plants. These events are intended to lead to publicity in top tier media
publications, and to draw a lot of attention on social media.

Content collaborations focusing on plants in the workspace in Germany.
Houseplant Hideout offered a moment of Zen to Londoners.
Co-working space ‘Bureau Merci les Plantes’ created in Paris.
Content collaborations introducing the Career Plant in the Netherlands.

FOR MAKING ME FEEL
AT ONE WITH NATURE

BBH_ThanksPlants_Counter Display_UK_A3_v3.0-ks.indd 1
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THE ART AND SCIENCE OF
IMPROVING AN INTERIOR
BY USING A LIVING DESIGN
OBJECT TO CREATE A
HEALTHIER AND MORE
ATTRACTIVE LIVING SPACE.

CAMPAIGNS FOR PLANTS
PLANT DESIGN
Plants as design objects, designed by Mother Nature. To elevate plants from an item of decoration to a design-worthy
interior object, they have to play a leading role and be given the respect and status that plants deserve.
Plant experts and biophilic designers share their vision and tips in five Masterclasses published on YouTube and our social
media channels.
Alongside the Masterclasses we are offering a rich content dossier that provide readers with further information on this
topic. We developed seven explainer videos entitled ‘Plant Hacks’. These animated videos provide consumers with quick
and handy tips to get to work with Plant Design: Information in which we encourage viewers to start applying Plant Design
in their own homes. We inspire with eye-catching Plant Design initiatives, and give tips on how to apply it themselves.
Plant Design is developed within the growth platform Interior. In 2021, ‘Interior’ has merged with the growth platform of
Health & Wellbeing.

INTERNATIONAL MULTIMEDIA CAMPAIGN
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CAMPAIGNS FOR OUTDOOR PLANTS
FROM GREY TO GREEN
INSPIRING GREENERY AROUND THE NEIGHBOURHOOD
The idea behind From Grey to Green is to inform consumers about greenery’s ability to
inspire, and to encourage them to buy outdoor plants, not just for their own balcony or
garden this time, but also for the ‘shared’ public spaces: front walls, roof terraces and
sidewalks and green/garden patches.
This is a concept that fits with the current zeitgeist for the need for more urban
greenery. Greenery makes people happy, combats summer heat, and absorbs excess
rainwater. But greenery does more than this. By working with your neighbours to
make your neighbourhood greener, you also get to know the other residents, make
new connections, and therefore feel (even) more at home in your neighbourhood.

LET YOUR PLANTS BE THE
START OF SOMETHING:
FROM BLEAK TO CHIC
BUSHES NOT BRICKS
PLANT AWAY THE GREY.

From Grey to Green shows the contagiousness of green: we tell stories of plants
in the ‘shared’ outdoor spaces that inspire consumers to plant more greens.
From Grey To Green is developed within the growth platform Celebrate Seasons.

INTERNATIONAL MULTIMEDIA CAMPAIGN
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ENGAGING PR EVENT

INSPIRING CONTENT

There is a great need for green, blooming streets where neighbours can meet up. But how do you
encourage residents to bring this about? Alongside existing initiatives, Amsterdam had a Greenery
Mayor appointed in 2021, namely the rapper Dio. His special mayorship has been specifically
created to help turn ‘his’ city green in these grey, individualistic and digital times. The appointment
of the Greenery Mayor also prompts the media and content parties to focus on the From Grey To
Green outdoor plant campaign.

Photography: Manon van der Zwaal ©

Make your surroundings greener: with garden design ideas, creative ideas for covering dull concrete
with plants, and DIY craft projects.
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CONSUMER WEBSITES AND
SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS

FLOWERS
INSTAGRAM

PLANTS

ARTICLE

OUR LIVELY LIFESTYLE WEBSITES
AND SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS
GIVE ACCESS TO A WEALTH OF
ENGAGING INFORMATION AND
INSPIRATION RELATING TO
FLOWERS AND PLANTS.

PINTEREST

With content through our own websites, social media channels, as well as external platforms and
influencers, we will pick up the target group’s current interests and establish links to campaigns and
shopper activations.
Alongside our campaigns, that almost always involve a content marketing and social media component,
we have developed a strong ongoing online content programme around our consumer brands.

HOMEPAGE

From handy tips, DIY projects, detailed information, interesting stories and fun facts through to inspiring
images, our websites and social media platforms are packed with uplifting inspiration throughout the
year about flowers, houseplants and outdoor plants.

ARTICLE

DOSSIER

FACEBOOK

HOMEPAGE

INSTAGRAM
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MOOIWATBLOEMENDOEN.NL X VOGUE LIVING

THE GREEN PAPER
Our first edition is a long read about how we are going to save the world with houseplants,
written by author Sidney Vollmer, and was part of our 2020 Thanks Plants campaign.
In this format, inspired by Whitepapers, he takes the reader along his own green journey
of discovery.

The Christmas edition of Vogue Living NL features our beautiful content, created as part of
FLOWERS
the Celebrate Seasons flower content.

Vogue Living x Mooiwatbloemendoen.nl

Vogue Living & Mooiwatbloemendoen.nl

FLOWERS

Bloementooi

Vogue Living

The many enthusiastic responses from consumers confirm the Green Paper is here to stay.
New editions will follow the coming years.

Bloemenbomen met limonium,
rozenbottel, erica heide. Vloerlamp
‘Pleat’, Wiebe Boonstra, Martijn
Hoogendijk en Marc van Nederpelt
voor Hollands Licht (v.a. € 990).
Karpet, Frankly Amsterdam
x Mooiwatbloemendoen.nl
(€ 5326). Loungechair ‘Oblique’
(€ 770), salontafel ‘New Co’
(€ 275), beide Studio Henk.
Rustieke kaarsen, Bolsius (p.o.a.).
Schilderijen, Lois Schindeler
(p.o.a.). Zijden overslagjurk, Less
Less. Vintage slipdress, Laura Dols.

FLOWERS
Bloementooi

Bloemenbomen met limonium,
rozenbottel, erica heide. Vloerlamp
‘Pleat’, Wiebe Boonstra, Martijn
Hoogendijk en Marc van Nederpelt
voor Hollands Licht (v.a. € 990).
Karpet, Frankly Amsterdam
(€ 5326). Loungechair ‘Oblique’
(€ 770), salontafel ‘New Co’
(€ 275), beide Studio Henk.
Rustieke kaarsen, Bolsius (p.o.a.).
Schilderijen, Lois Schindeler
(p.o.a.). Zijden overslagjurk, Less
Less. Vintage slipdress, Laura Dols.

All I want for

CHRISTMAS

Deze kerst gaan we voor pure ROMANTIEK. Met tulp, roos, amaryllis,
troschrysant en BOVENAL onze geliefden. Wie we met kerst willen zoenen …
Je hebt niet veel meer nodig, dan de liefde en bloemen. — fotografie paul bellaart,

All I want for

productie en styling valerie van der werff, bloemenstyling a.p bloem, m.m.v. mooiwatbloemendoen.nl

CHRISTMAS

vogue living — 16

Carpe flor

vogue living — 17

Bossen bloemen met
chrysant, cymbi
tulp, hyacint, lisian
Vintage slipdress, L
Dols. Handge
wollen trui,

Deze kerst gaan we voor pure ROMANTIEK. Met tulp, roos, amaryllis,
troschrysant en BOVENAL onze geliefden. Wie we met kerst willen zoenen …
Vogue Living
& Mooiwatbloemendoen.nl
Vogue
Living
& Mooiwatbloemendoen.nl
— fotografie
paul bellaart,
Je hebt niet
veel
meer
nodig, dan de liefde en bloemen.

FLOWERS

FLOWERS

productie en styling valerie van der werff, bloemenstyling a.p bloem, m.m.v. mooiwatbloemendoen.nl

Rockin’ around
Alternatieve kerstboom
met gras, goudgespoten
hortensia, gekleurd
pampasgras en hyacint.

Verslingerd

Guirlande met pampasgras,
ruskus, lagurus, heide,
tarwe en stipagras. Zijden
overslagjurk, Less Less.

Become a plant ambassador, a plant influencer or a plant evangelist. Communicate your fascination with plants to the rest of the world on social media, to your
neighbours or give a bag of seeds to parents in the schoolyard.

vogue living — 20
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us. Your knowledge of the green world is more special than you think and is lacked by so many people,
who often don’t even realise what they’re missing.
From traditional remedies for getting rid of snails or

magic. Every new house or balcony plant around
you works steadily to build a portal to increased
contact with nature, more respect for all that grows
and blossoms, more fascination, more inspiration

Jewel in the crown
Bloemendiadeem
met troschrysant.

vogue living — 16

vogue living — 22

vogue living — 21

vogue living — 17

Productie en styling Valerie van der Werff / Valerie Creative Agency, haar en make-up Eva Copper / House of Orange, totografieassistentie Thijs Bosma, Kiki Reijners, stylingassistentie Sterre Brugmans,
modellen Lois en Birgit / Elite Model Management Amsterdam, Anna Schönfeld, locatie Stichting MK24

Rozenkrans

Bloemenkrans met roos en amaryllis
door Jetteke van Lexmond in
samenwerking met A.P Bloem.
Draaifauteuils ‘Marilyn’, Draga &
Aurel voor Baxter (€ 2405 per stuk),
vaas (p.o.a.), beide via Edha Interieur.
Art by Lois Schindeler.

Just glorious

Boeket in tuinvaas met
gloriosa, rozenbottel, tulp, roos,
mimosa baileyana, anemoon.
Vaas privébezit.
vogue living — 18

vogue living — 23

Partner: Vogue Living | Fotografie Paul Bellaart | Productie & styling Valerie Creative Agency | Bloemen: A.P. Bloem | Hair & make-up Eva Copper | Modellen Lois en Birgit, Elite Model Management Amsterdam
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SHOPPER ACTIVATION
Our shopper activations are derived from the effective communication campaigns and content that
allow consumers to experience the effect of flowers and plants. With these targeted promotions we
tempt consumers to go to the shop to specifically buy flowers and/or plants in-store and online.
We do that through collaborations with growers, traders and sales channels, by creating smart ideas
and offering added value.
In 2021 we activated consumers to buy more flowers and plants with no less than 21 tailored
shopper activations. All highlights can be found in our brochure ‘Grow your business’.

SHOPPER ACTIVATION INVOLVES
THE USE OF TARGETED PROMOTIONS
TO TEMPT CONSUMERS ALL THE
WAY TO THE SHOP FLOOR OR ONLINE
SALES CHANNELS, ENCOURAGING
REPEAT PURCHASES BY OFFERING
ADDED VALUE.
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WHAT WE HAVE IN STORE
FOR THE COMING YEARS
In 2022-2023 we build on the pillars of our international multi-annual awareness campaigns
and content that holds the attention for flowers and plants throughout the year and provide
building blocks for sales enhancing activities. We are continuing along this strategic path adopted
in 2019 with striking campaigns, engaging content and encouraging shopper activations.
Moreover, in 2023 we will introduce several new campaigns as well.

COMMUNICATIONS IN
2022-2023
40
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COMMUNICATION CALENDAR 2022

THE 2023 COMMUNICATION CALENDAR WILL RESEMBLE THE 2022 EDITION, APART
FROM THE MAJOR CAMPAIGNS WE NEED MORE FLOWERS AND THANKS PLANTS.
NEW STRIKING MULTIMEDIA CAMPAIGNS ARE CURRENTLY BEING DEVELOPED TO
INSPIRE CONSUMERS FROM
2023 AND THE YEARS TO COME.
COMMUNICATION CALENDAR 2022

This calendar shows that consumers will be inspired throughout the year, with a peak in the Spring and Autumn when the campaign volume will be higher.
During the remainder of the year there will be a strong consistent base of sustained communication activities running, based on relevance and budget. With content through
our own websites, social media channels, external platforms and influencers, we will pick up the target group’s current interests and establish links to campaigns and shopper
activations. The latter - tempting consumers to go to the shop to buy flowers and plants - will remain an important cornerstone in 2022-2023.

COMMUNICATION CALENDAR 2022
COMMUNICATION CALENDAR 2022

WINTER
BLOOMS WITH
FLOWERS
WINTER
BLOOMS WITH
FLOWERS

WE NEED
MORE LOVE
WE NEED
MORE LOVE

WE NEED
MORE
FLOWERS
WE NEED
MORE
FLOWERS

SPRING IS
FLOWERS
SPRING IS
FLOWERS

AUTUMN
CALLS
THE TREND AUTUMN
FOR
COLLECTION FLOWERS
CALLS
THE TREND FOR
COLLECTION FLOWERS

SUMMER
BREATHES
FLOWERS
SUMMER
BREATHES
FLOWERS

CHRISTMAS
BLOOMS WITH
FLOWERS
CHRISTMAS
BLOOMS WITH
FLOWERS

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

FLOWERS
42

THE TREND
COLLECTION
THE TREND
COLLECTION

COMMUNICATION CALENDAR 2022

NOV

DEC

NOV

DEC

=
=
=
=

CUT FLOWERS
ALWAYS ON
CUT FLOWERS
ALWAYS ON

PLANT
DESIGN
PLANT
DESIGN

JAN
JAN

PLANTS

FEB
FEB

THE TREND
COLLECTION
THE TREND
COLLECTION

MAR
MAR

THE TREND
COLLECTION
THE TREND
+
COLLECTION
GARDEN
+
AUTUMN
GARDEN
AUTUMN

FROM GREY
TO GREEN
FROM
GREY
TO GREEN

APR
APR

MAY
MAY

JUN
JUN

JUL
JUL

AUG
AUG

SEP
SEP

THANKS PLANTS
THANKS PLANTS

OCT
OCT

NOV
NOV

DEC
DEC

= HOUSEPLANTS
== HOUSEPLANTS
GARDEN PLANTS
== GARDEN
PLANTS
ALWAYS ON
= ALWAYS ON
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VARIOUS MARKETING COMMUNICATION TOOLS
If you want to find out about the consumer’s buying behaviour and preferences, looking for free image material relating to flowers and plants and
want to know which campaigns and events are coming up, our corporate websites are up to date with the information and tools you’ll need.

RESEARCH
A variety of research is executed by renowned agencies on our behalf to ensure that our
ambition for continuous improvement is achieved.
We continuously monitor the impact of all our activities (campaigns, content & shopper
activations) and invest in additional research to improve our results. For more information
regarding these studies, you can contact your local Country Manager.
A selection of our research topics:
The impact of Covid on the buying behaviour of flowers and plants.
In depth insights in the consumer segments.
Position of flowers and plants for gifting.
Appreciation of plants in the home office.
Media customer journey.

TOOLS FOR OUR
STAKEHOLDERS
44

IMAGE BANK
Explore our image bank, a source of freely usable images. We provide professional photography
of flowers and plants that you can download and use yourself.

CAPTIVATE
WITH
INSPIRING
IMAGES.

CONSUMER SEGMENTATION SURVEY
In 2018 an extensive study into the shared values that consumers have when it comes to
flowers and plants was carried out in the 4 key countries. The result of the study is exclusively
available to members of Royal FloraHolland and VGB via an online tool.

45

MARKETING PORTAL

ON TOP OF TRENDS

A selection of our campaign assets in Danish, Italian, Polish, Russian, Spanish and
Swedish are available in our Marketing portal. In this portal you can easily find
thousands of files of campaign images and posters in high-resolution which you can
download and share with your customers. Register at marketingportal.flowercouncil.
com. A selection of campaign material is available in 10 languages.

De belangrijkste inspiratie voor
de dessins zijn de jaren ’70

BLOEMEN EN PL ANTEN

BLOEMEN- EN PL ANTENGEBRUIK

VINTAGE
FOLKORE
Arrangementen krijgen
gelaagde vormen dus niet alle
bloemen op dezelfde hoogte maar
juist sterk verspringend

G R O E N B R A N C H E T R E N D S of2 0folklore
23

Zowel de bloemen als de planten worden toegepast en
geplaatst op onverwachte plekken en met onverwachte
functies. Ook bloembollen lenen zich hier goed voor.

BLOEMEN- EN PL ANTENGEBRUIK

Voor boeketten is het van belang dat arrangementen een

WA ARDENTREND
METAMORPH REALIT Y

Diverse en kleurrijke boeketten en arrangementen met een

gelaagde vorm krijgen, dus niet alle bloemen op dezelfde

wilde uitstraling. Droogbloemen zijn nog steeds van

hoogte maar juist sterk verspringend. Voor planten is het

toepassing, maar hebben zeker niet de overhand.

belangrijk om na te denken over de multifunctionaliteit van de
desbetreffende ruimte. De planten moeten makkelijk te

huiselijkheid. Planten staan overal en lijken totaal onderdeel

van het leven te zijn, overal past een plant bij. Daarnaast
worden buitenbeentjes omarmt en bijzondere vormen
gekoesterd.

Droogbloemen zijn nog
steeds van toepassing , maar
hebben zeker niet de
overhand

Gelaagde vormen
waardoor
ruimtelijkheid
ontstaat

WE NEED
MORE
AT TENTION

LAYERED
SPACES

De planten dragen duidelijk bij aan het gevoel van een warme

verschuiven, te verplaatsen of ‘op te stapelen’ zijn.

Door blad op een totale nieuwe
manier te gebruiken ontstaat een
spannend gelaagd beeld

GROENBRANCHE TRENDS 2023

Kleurrijke boeketten en
arrangementen met een
wilde uitstraling

KLEURGEBRUIK

KLEURGEBRUIK

Een diverse kleurenkaart waarin zowel warme als

De verschillende kleurcombinaties die de kleurkaart

koude, lichten en donkere en vellen en vergrijsde tinten

kan opleveren is uiteenlopend zoals hieronder te zien

vinden zijn. Door deze kleuren in de juiste contrasten

is. De verschillende elementen zoals jaren ’70 en

toe te passen kunnen boeketten en ook hele ruimtes

folkore invloeden zijn in de kleurcombinaties terug

een ruimtelijker effect opleveren.

te vinden.

COLOUR KE Y 1

COLOUR KE Y 1

COLOUR KE Y 2

COLOUR KE Y 2

COLOUR KE Y 3

COLOUR KE Y 3

B E E L D M AT E R I A A L

B E E L D M AT E R I A A L

De trendbeelden zijn gratis te downloaden op

De trendbeelden zijn gratis te downloaden op

www.bloemenbureauholland.nl of via de QR code

www.bloemenbureauholland.nl of via de QR code

en mogen gebruikt worden met creditvermelding

en mogen gebruikt worden met creditvermelding

Mooiwatbloemendoen.nl en/of Mooiwatplantendoen.nl.

Mooiwatbloemendoen.nl en/of Mooiwatplantendoen.nl.

WA ARDENTREND
RESTORED COMMUNIT Y

LAYERED
SPACES

WA ARDENTREND
RESTORED COMMUNIT Y

WA ARDENTREND
METAMORPH REALIT Y

BLOEMEN EN PL ANTEN

Every year key style trends for the horticulture sector are identified and made available
to the sector to use for purchasing, product innovation, and communications decisions.
Check our corporate websites for the latest trends.

VINTAGE
FOLKLORE

KEY STYLE TRENDS FOR THE
HORTICULTURE SECTOR.

MORE
INFORMATION
Subscribe to our newsletter via
info@bloemenbureauholland.nl and
keep an eye on our corporate websites:

WWW.BLOEMENBUREAUHOLLAND.NL

WWW.BLUMENBUERO.DE

WWW.OFFICEDESFLEURS.FR

WWW.FLOWERCOUNCIL.CO.UK

WE NEED
MORE FLOWERS
AN INITIATIVE OF
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FOR GENERAL INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT

BLUMENBÜRO HOLLAND

OFFICE HOLLANDAIS DES FLEURS

Huttropstraße 60

20–22 rue des Petits Hôtels

45138 Essen

75010 Paris

Deutschland

France

+49 (0)201 517 84030

+33 (0)173 03 04 40

COUNTRY MANAGER GERMANY

COUNTRY MANAGER FRANCE

ANDREA BECKER

RON JERONIMUS

abecker@blumenbuero.de

rjeronimus@officedesfleurs.fr

BLOEMENBUREAU HOLLAND

FLOWER COUNCIL OF HOLLAND

FloriWorld building

126–128 New King’s Road

Sierteeltstraat 1

London

1431 GM, Aalsmeer

SW6 4LZ

The Netherlands

United Kingdom

+31 (0)174 72 70 10

+44 (0)7957 089 875

COUNTRY MANAGER THE NETHERLANDS

COUNTRY MANAGER UNITED KINGDOM

SIMONE DUSSINE

CHANEL DE KOCK

sdussine@bloemenbureauholland.nl

cdekock@flowercouncil.co.uk
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info@bloemenbureauholland.nl
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